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ABSTRACT

Wood fiber is a porous biomass material, which has a strong adsorption ability for the PM 
(particulate matter) emitted by diesel engines. Through the SEM experiments, the fact that the 
pits of micron wood fiber after heat-treated can adsorb lots of ultrafine particles (aerodynamic 
diameter is less than 1μm) is shown clearly. In simulation, the particle concentration equations 
and fibrous filtration theory are applied. The collection media around pits is assumed as a 
cylinder. The simulation results show that the pits have relatively lower collection efficiency 
for the particles within the diameter from 0.4 to 0.6 μm. Out of the range of 0.4 to 0.6 μm, 
the collection efficiency increases rapidly, which implies that the pits have higher collection 
efficiency to filter the particles with the diameter out of 0.4 to 0.6 μm. Among all the affecting 
factors on collection efficiency, the reduction of permeate f low rate and the addition of tracheid 
wall thickness improve the collection efficiency. However, exhaust temperature has negligible 
influence on the collection efficiency. 

KEYWORDS: Micron wood fiber, microstructure characterization, ultrafine particles, pits, 
adsorption.
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INTRODUCTION

PM2.5 is defined as the particles with the aerodynamic diameter less than or equal to 2.5 
μm. Since the continuous increasing content of PM2.5 in the atmosphere, most of our cities have 
been shrouded in haze weather (Yang and Bai 2013). In China, nearly 30 % of the PM2.5 in the 
atmosphere directly comes from the vehicle exhaust (Wu 2011). According to Chinese emission 
standard at stage III (equivalent to EUR III), diesel vehicles emit 60 times PM than that from 
gasoline vehicles. Even if the light-duty diesel vehicles met the stage IV, they would emit more 
than 30 times PM than that from gasoline vehicles that meet the stage III (Baxter and Sacks 
2014). Thus, the diesel vehicles need more improvement compared to their counterparts. 

According to different sizes of particles, PM can be divided into three modes: the nuclei 
mode (aerodynamic diameter is 5~50 nm), the accumulation mode (aerodynamic diameter is 
less than 1 μm), and the coarse mode (aerodynamic diameter is more than 1μm). The first two 
modes take up to about 90 % of all the particles. The diesel particle filter (DPF) can efficiently 
reduce the particle emissions. Up to date, USA, Japan and European countries have resulted in 
reducing PM emissions by using DPF (Baxter and Sacks 2014). However, China still needs more 
improvements to reduce PM emissions overcoming the high price of DPF and the requirement 
of high diesel quality. In addition, DPF has lower collection efficiency on ultrafine particles 
(aerodynamic diameter is less than 1μm), which can be easily inhaled into human respiratory 
system and threat human health (Mckenzie et al. 2012, Zheng et al. 2014). 

In this study, micron wood fiber has been applied to filter PM to solve the issues discussed 
above. The advantages of wood fiber filter are low price, less requirement for diesel quality and 
large adsorption capacity for PM. In these respects, wood fiber filter is promising in developing 
countries where the sulphur contents are high in diesel fuel (Guo et al. 2011). In this paper, it is 
found that, after heat treatment, most pits in wood fiber are opened by the water vaporization, 
which increases the permeability and decreases the exhaust back pressure dramatically. The SEM 
experiments show that the pits of micron wood fiber can absorb ultimate particles efficiently. In 
simulation, the particle concentration equations and fibrous filtration theory are applied and the 
collection media around pits are assumed as a cylinder. Furthermore, this paper also shows the 
steady-state collection efficiency of pits mathematically.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Material
The Cunninghamia lanceolata was manufactured into a new type of wood fiber by longitudinal 

cutting, which was dozens of microns thick, hundreds of microns wide, thousands of microns 
length. By a pressing machine, micron wood fiber was made into a filter. In order to open the pit 
membrane and improve it to adsorb more ultrafine particles, we put the filters in a drying oven 
and rise temperature at a rate of 5ºC per minute, then keep warm for 2 hours when temperature 
reaches 200ºC. After the fabrication process, the filter can be installed in a detachable DPF case 
where the temperature inside can be controlled below 220ºC (Guo and Liu 2014). Fig. 1 shows 
the manufacturing process of heat-treated micron wood fiber DPF.
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Fig. 1: Manufacturing Process of heat-treated micron wood fiber DPF.

The SEM was used to observe the microscopic structure of micron wood fiber. As shown 
in Fig. 2a, the external force deforms the tracheids and also reduces the specific surface area 
of micron wood fiber. Fig. 2b shows that most pits are in a closed state leading to a lower 
permeability.

                                       
a) The deformed tracheids by external force (100×)                  b) The pits in a closed state (3000×)

Fig. 2: SEM picture of micron wood fiber.

As shown in Fig. 3, the deformed tracheids restore the f luffy natural state because of the heat 
treatment and its specific surface-area increases greatly. Furthermore, Fig. 3b shows that many 
pits are opened by the water vaporization, which means that heat treatment method can improve 
the permeability of micron wood fiber.

                                     
a) The natural, unsqueezed state tracheids (100×)                   b) The opened pits (3000×)

Fig. 3: SEM picture of heat-treated micron wood fiber.

A heat-treated micron wood fiber filter was used to filter PM emitted by an Isuzu diesel 
engine. 
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Fig. 4a and b show that the PM is adsorbed onto the surface of heat-treated micron wood. 
As the magnification increased in Fig. 4c and d, it can be observed that a lot of PM are collected 
by tracheids and wood rays. When the magnification is increased to 10000 as Fig. 4e, we can 
easily see that the opened pits capture the ultrafine PM whose aerodynamic diameter is less than 
1 μm. Since the pits have better collection efficiency on ultrafine particles, this paper is focused 
on ultrafine particles to understand the collection mechanism of the pits. The mathematical 
approach is introduced in the following section.

                            
a) The adsorbed PM onto the surface (100×, b) The adsorbed PM is onto the surface 300×)

                            
c) Collected PM with small size by tracheids 
(1000×)

d) Collected PM with small size by wood rays 
(3000×)

 

 e) The collected PM with smaller size by pits (10000×)

Fig. 4: SEM of heat-treated micron wood fiber after filtering.
     

Model descriptions
Microscopic model of heat-treated micron wood fiber 

As shown in Fig. 5, the tracheid structure of coniferous wood is regular and contains many 
pits with various sizes. In order to describe it by mathematical method, the cross section could 
be simplified into 2 dimensional hexagonal structure (Yang et al. 2013, Li and Zhao 2003). 
Assuming that all the pits have the same size, regular shape (circle) and uniformly distribute in 
the tracheid, according to the characteristics of heat-treated tracheid structure, 3D simulation 
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software and geometric transformation are used to get a 3 dimensional simulation of heat-treated 
micron wood fiber cell structure (Fig. 5c).

 

c) 3D model of micron wood fiber cell structure 
Fig. 5: Micron wood fiber microstructure.

Control equation of exhaust particle concentration in pits
This paper mainly discusses the steady-state collection efficiency of pits. In the study, the 

collection process of clean filter to capture particles is defined as steady-state collection process. 
Before building a mathematic model of steady-state collection efficiency, some assumptions need 
to be made:

1) Micron wood fiber is perpendicular to the direction of exhaust;
2) The changes of the exhaust velocity through the pits are not obvious. Thus, it can be 

considered as a constant (Bissett 1984);
3) The particles will not rebound or fall off after being collected.

As shown in Fig. 6, the hexahedron is considered as a particle concentration control body 
in the pits.

 

Fig. 6: Particle concentration control body.

Based on the above assumptions and the law of conservation of mass, it is concluded that the 
sum of the volume flow rate of particles that f low and diffuse in the control body and the volume 
change rate of particles caused by the source term is zero (Liu 2009), namely:

       (1)

where: C  -  the particle volume concentration, 
 Uwx  - the permeate f low rate of micron wood fiber,  

   the particle diffusion coefficient, 

 kb=1.38×10-23J/K the Boltzmann constant, 
  the exhaust-gas viscosity (Ober 1971),
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 T - the exhaust temperature, 
 St = - E . C . U0 . SM - the particle change rate caused by source term in the control body
                                (Kong 1999), 
 U0 = Uwx / ɛ - the velocity in the pits, 
	 ɛ -  the interstitial porosity of the tracheid,
 SM - the filter area, which is perpendicular to the exhaust velocity, 
 E -  the comprehensive collection coefficient of the capture unit. 

E means the sum of composite collection coefficient from all kinds of filtration mechanism 
to particles. 

If the particle is captured by one of the collection methods, it will not be captured by others. 
In this case, E is defined as (Ning et al. 2005)

 (2)

where: ER  -  the direct interception coefficient, 
 ED   -  the brown diffusion coefficient,
 EI  -   the inertial collision coefficient.

Steady-state collection model based on fibrous filtration theory
The collection unit is assumed as a cylinder in the fibrous filtration theory as shown in  

Fig. 7. The diameter of cylindrical collection media can be obtained from the porous medium 
theory (Kong 1999).

 (3)

where: dpore -  the diameter of pits.

 

Fig. 7: Cylindrical collection unit.

According to the research by Rumpf and Gupte (Masoudi et al. 2001), the Brownian 
diffusion coefficient can be defined as

 (4)

where:  is the Knudsen Number, 

   the mean free path,
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 P  -  the exhaust pressure, 
 Rh  -  the gas constant, 

   the constant,

  the Peclet number.

According to the analyses and deduction of a large number of the test results by Davies 
(Pratim and Flagan 1988), the inertial collision coefficient can be defined as

 (5)

where: -  the intercept coefficient, 

   the stokes number, 

 ρp and ρg  -  the intake and exhaust density of particles respectively.

Based on the experimental study and theoretical analysis, the direct interception coefficient 
can be defined as

               (6)

where: Ha = 2-ln Re is the constant, 

  the Reynolds number.

According to the characteristics of cylindrical collection unit, SM can be expressed as

 (7)

Substituting Eq. (7) in (3), Eq. (8) becomes

 (8)

Substituting the results of Eq. (8) in Eq. (1), Eq. (9) becomes

 (9)

with the boundary conditions:

 (10)

where: C0  -  the particle volume concentration from the entrance of cylindrical collection unit.

According to Eq.(10), Eq.(11) has the solution:

 (11)

Set the tracheid wall thickness as h and the particle volume concentration that passed 
through the unit as C2h, which can be expressed as 
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 (12)

According to the fibrous filtration theory, the solution of the steady-state collection 
efficiency equation is

 (13)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to the method mentioned above, the influence factors on steady-state collection 
efficiency of pits is researched. The average tangential diameter of early coniferous wood is about 
40 and the late is about 36 μm. The diameter of its pit is 17 to 24 μm given in (Zhou 2001). The 
tracheid wall thickness is 1.2 to 10 μm given in (Yang et al. 2012). The average void volume 
fraction of tracheid is 92 % given in (Fang and Wu 2007). Based on the above data, the steady-
state collection efficiency of pits was calculated by Eq. (13).

Fig. 8 describes the effect of permeate f low rate on steady-state collection efficiency of pits. 
It shows that particles with the diameter of 0.01 μm have the highest collection efficiency that 
could reach 90 % or more. The figure also illustrates that the collection efficiency decreases 
sharply as the ranging from 0.01 to 0.4 μm and reaches a minimum as the diameter between 
0.4 and 0.6 μm. However, when the diameter from 0.6 to 1.0 μm, the collection efficiency will 
increase slowly and for the particle with same diameter the efficiency decreases as the permeate 
f low rate increases. Furthermore, with the diameter approaching 1μm, the collection efficiency 
has no obvious changes when the permeate f low rate increases.

 

    
Fig. 8: The effect of permeate flow rate on steady-
state collection efficiency of pits (T=453.15 K,  
h=6 μm, ɛ =92 %, dpore=20 μm).

Fig. 9: The effect of exhaust temperature on 
steady-state collection efficiency of pits 
(Uwx=1.0 m.s-1, .h=6 μm, ɛ =92 %, dpore=20 μm).

Fig. 9 demonstrates the effect of exhaust temperature on steady-state collection efficiency. It 
implies that, in the diameter ranges from 0.01 to 0.4 μm, the collection efficiency decreases, and 
it decreases to a minimum within the diameter from 0.4 to 0.6 μm. At the same temperature, with 
the diameter from 0.6 to 1.0 μm, there is a positive relationship between the collection efficiency 
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and the diameter. With the same diameter, exhaust temperature has a negligible influence on 
collection efficiency.

 
 

 

Fig. 10: The effect of tracheid wall thickness on steady-state collection efficiency of pits(T=453.15 K, 
Uwx=1.0 m.s-1, ɛ =92 %, dpore=20 μm).

Fig. 10 depicts the effect of the tracheid wall thickness on steady-state collection efficiency. 
With the same tracheid wall thickness, the collection efficiency decreases rapidly as the diameter 
ranging from 0.01 to 0.4 μm, and it reaches a minimum with the diameter between 0.4 and  
0.6 μm. This figure also implies that under the same condition of thickness, the collection 
efficiency is inching up with the diameter ranging from 0.6 to 1.0 μm. However, as the tracheid 
wall thickness increases, the collection efficiency slowly increases. 

CONCLUSIONS

After studying the microstructure of micron wood fiber, the results show that under the 
condition of external force the tracheids can be deformed and the pits are in a closed state. 
However, when the micron wood fiber was heat-treated, the deformed tracheids could return 
to the natural state and most pits were open. This method can efficiently increase the specific 
surface-area and permeability. Based on these results, micron wood fiber filter made by special 
process can be applied in filtering material of the DPF. It has higher permeability and lower 
exhaust back pressure. Moreover, it has better collection efficiency for ultrafine particles. 
According to the particle concentration equations and fibrous filtration theory, the collection 
media around pits can be assumed as a cylinder. The numerical method is applied to analyze 
the steady-state collection efficiency. The results show that the pits have relatively low collection 
efficiency for the particles within the diameter from 0.4 to 0.6 μm, and when the influence 
factors change, the collection efficiency has no obvious changes. Out of the range of 0.4 to  
0.6 μm, the collection efficiency increases rapidly, which implies that the pits have higher 
collection efficiency to filter the particles with the diameter out of 0.4 to 0.6 μm. The explanations 
of this interesting phenomenon is as follows: When diameter of particles is between 0.01 and  
0.4 μm, the high collection efficiency may be due to Brown diffusion effect, i.e. the smaller 
particles are easier to be adsorbed into pits and stuck to the tracheid wall; when diameter is 
between 0.6 and 1 μm, the reason for increase of collection efficiency may be the inertial collision 
effect, i.e. the bigger particles are easier to be captured when they collide with pits relying on 
inertia; when diameter is between 0.4 and 0.6 μm, the collection efficiency is lowest, it is probably 
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due to the fact that the inertial collision effect and Brownian diffusion effect are all not obvious. 
Among all the factors that can affect the collection efficiency, the reduction of permeate f low rate 
and the increase of tracheid wall thickness will help improve the collection efficiency. However, 
the exhaust temperature has a negligible influence on collection efficiency.
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